
Model SRM 4555 Coffee GRINdeR
RolleR-Style coffee gRindeR foR gouRMet, laboRatoRy  
oR SMall plant applicationS

The Superior Quality of a Roller-Style Grinder at the Size and Cost 
of a “Disc” Grinder

SpecificationS

 Roller Size: 5” diameter x 5” long [140 x 140 mm]

 Grind Range: Filter - Coarse [500 - 3,000 microns] 

 Motor: 2 HP [1.5 kw] / 1 or 3 phase / 50 or 60 Hz 

     Capacity: 400 - 600 lb/hr [180-275 kg/hr],  
    filter to coarse respectively

     Weight: Net, 450 lbs [204 kg]; Shipping, 550 lbs [250 kg]

The SRM 4555 is the world’s smallest roller-style coffee 

grinder, producing up to 600 pounds per hour of ground 

coffee with an extremely uniform particle size. Utilizing the 

same technology as large “industrial” coffee grinders, the 

SRM 4555 produces ground coffee superior in quality than 

coffee processed on disc or plate grinders, resulting in a 

cool, uniform grind for optimal brew performance.

Uniform and consistent grind for optimal extraction

Infinite grind adjustment

Adjustable densification/dechaffing chamber

featuReS
Precision cuts (corrugations) on the two pairs of hardened rollers 
gently reduce the coffee to the exact grind. This results in a cool, uniform 
and precise grind.

Adjustable densification/dechaffing chamber regulator arm allows 
the full control of coffee density and the elimination of unwanted “chaff.”

Safety switches automatically disconnect motor starter when cover 
doors are opened, 

Hopper slide gate provides the capability for both the shutoff and 
control of the coffee bean supply.

Open top [15 lb/7 kg] hopper. Larger 60 lb [27 kg] or 90 lb [41 kg] hopper 
also available.
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pReciSion 
RolleR-Style gRindeR

gRind adjuStMent Knob

All grinds, from urn to espresso, are quickly and easily attainable with the unique "knob" grind 
adjustment mechanism, which can be regulated even while the unit is in operation.

dRawingS
(eleVation)

SRM 4555 Specifications

Motor:

Weights:

Hopper Capacity:

Production Capacity:

Roll SuRface optionS & pReciSion toleRanceS

MPE manufactures its own tools used to corrugate rolls and offers thousands of tooth sizes and 
profiles for each unique application and grind size - course (urn) to fine (espresso).

featuReS


